The context for this paper is Feferman's theory of explicit mathematics, a formal framework serving many purposes. It is suitable for representing Bishop-style constructive mathematics as well as generalized recursion, including direct expression of structural concepts which admit self-application. The object of investigation here is the theory of explicit mathematics augmented by the monotone xed point principle, which asserts that any monotone operation on classi cations (Feferman's notion of set) possesses a least xed point. To be more precise, the new axiom not merely postulates the existence of a least solution, but, by adjoining a new functional constant to the language, it is ensured that a xed point is uniformly presentable as a function of the monotone operation.
Introduction
This paper is part of ongoing research addressing the status of monotone inductive de nitions in the general constructive setting of Feferman's explicit mathematics, T 0 .
Let MID be the axiom asserting the existence of a least xed point for any monotone operation f on classi cations (the notion of set in explicit mathematics), and let UMID be its uniform rendering, where a least solution lfp(f) is presented as a function of the operation by adjoining a new constant lfp to the language of T 0 .
The question of the strength of systems of explicit mathematics with MID and UMID was raised by Feferman in 8] . First investigations in the way of strength of MID and UMID were begun by Takahashi (cf. 27] ). It turned out that even the construction of models of T 0 + MID in set theory was di cult. Takahashi showed that T 0 + MID can be interpreted in the fragment of analysis with 1 2 {comprehension and bar induction. The question whether T 0 + MID is stronger than T 0 remained open. New insights into the strength of MID came with 19] . In 19] it was shown that T 0 +MID, when based on classical logic, also proves the existence of non-monotone inductive de nitions that arise from arbitrary extensional operations on classi cations. From the latter, one can deduce that T 0 + MID is indeed a much stronger theory than T 0 . 19] also hints at a close relationship between the principle UMID and higher recursion theory in a
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functional R of type 3 that has been studied by Harrington in the unpublished notes 13] (but see references in 15] and full statements in 17]). 1 Subsequently Gla , Rathjen and Schl uter in 12] characterized the exact proof-theoretic strength of several variants of T 0 + MID. Roughly speaking, MID turned out to be related to lightface 1 The question of proof-theoretic equivalence will be addressed in a sequel to this paper, 20].
In the following we sketch the general route taken in this paper. The proofs that T 0 +UMID and T 0 +IND N + UMID encapsulate the strength of ( 1 2 where ranges over the ordinals. The characterization of 1 2 comprehension in terms of xed point theories is crucial for the main theorem of this paper but is also an interesting result in itself about subsystems of second order arithmetic.
An important feature of the system ( 1 2 in a proof system which enjoys partial cut elimination with the maximal cut complexity being 1 2 and 1 2 . The next step consists in interpreting such partially normalized derivations of 1 2 formulae in another system of second order arithmetic, T OP <! , which is based on a speci c 1 R is essentially the diagonalization operator for inductive de nitions (conceived as type 2 objects) on !. There is an interesting connection to the Kolmogorov R-operator. The main result of 13] is that 1?sc( hierarchy of extensional operations ( n ) n<! . In the course of this interpretation, second order quanti ers are construed to range over sets which are many-one reducible to n (X) when the set parameters of the respective formula get interpreted by sets many-one reducible to X; n depends on the length of the derivation. For the embedding of T OP <! in T 0 +UMID one has to show that the hierarchy ( n ) n<! exists provably in T 0 +UMID. This step makes heavy use of 19] , where it was shown that any extensional operation from classi cations to classi cations gives rise to an inductively de ned classi cation provably in T 0 +MID. The following presents the main features of T 0 ; for full details cf. 6, 7] . The language of T 0 , L(T 0 ), is two-sorted, with individual variable a; b; c; : : : ; x; y; z; : : : and classi cation variables A; B; C; : : : ; X; Y; Z; : : :, however, diverging from tradition, we do not wish these sorts to be disjoint realms of objects. The indended constructive interpretation is that individual variables range over a universe V of nite symbolic expressions, and the classi cation variables over the subuniverse of V which de ne properties of individuals.
N is a classi cation constant taken to de ne the class of natural numbers. 0, s N and p N are operation constants whose intended interpretations are the natural number 0 and the successor and predecessor operations. Additional operation constants are k, s, d, p, p 0 and p 1 for the two basic combinators, de nition by cases on N, pairing and the corresponding two projections. Additional classi cation constants are generated using the axioms and the constants j, i and c n (n < !) for join, induction on well-founded parts and comprehension.
There is no arity associated with the various constants. The terms of T 0 are just the variables and constants of the two sorts. The atomic formulae of T 0 are built up using the terms and three primitive relation symbols =, App and 2 as follows. If q; r; r 1 ; r 2 are terms, then q = r, App(q; r 1 ; r 2 ), and q 2 P (where P has to be a classi cation variable or constant) are atomic formulae. App(q; r 1 ; r 2 ) expresses that the operation q applied to r 1 yields the value r 2 ; q 2 P asserts 2 that q is in P or that q is classi ed under P.
We write t 1 t 2 ' t 3 for App(t 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ).
Formulae are then generated from atomic formulae using the propositional connectives and the two quanti ers of each sort.
In order to facilitate the formulation of the axioms, the language of T 0 is expanded de nitionally with the symbol ' and the auxiliary notion of an application term is introduced. The set of application terms is given by two clauses: Natural Numbers
for each formula of L(T 0 ). Join (J) It is more in keeping with the spirit of explicit mathematics (as with the classi cation axioms III) to add a constant`lfp' to L(T 0 ) which names a xed point when applied to a monotone operation. This leads to the principle: 3 Subsystems of second order arithmetic
Preliminaries
The language L 2 of second-order arithmetic contains (free and bound) number variables a; b; c; : : : ; x; y; z; : : :, (free and bound) set variables A; B; C; : : : ; X; Y; Z; : : :, the constant 0, function symbols Suc; +; , and relation symbols =; <; 2. Suc stands for the successor function.
Terms are built up as usual. For n2N, let n be the canonical term denoting n. Formulae are built from the prime formulae s = t, s < t, and s 2 A using^; _; :; 8x; 9x; 8X and 9X where s; t are terms.
We like to point out that equality in L 2 is only a relation on numbers. However, equality of sets will be considered a de ned notion, namely 
where is an arbitrary L 2 -formula.
We consider the axiom schema of C-comprehension for formula classes C which is given by C ? CA 9X8x(x 2 X $ (x)) for all formulae 2 C.
We will only consider theories containing at least 0 1 ?CA. For each axiom schema Ax we denote by (Ax) the theory consisting of the basic arithmetical axioms, the schema 0 1 ? CA, the schema of induction and the schema Ax. If we replace the schema of induction by the induction axiom, we denote the resulting theory by (Ax) .
An example for these notations is the theory ( 1 1 ?CA) which contains the induction schema, whereas ( 1 1 ?CA) only contains the induction axiom in addition to the comprehension schema for 1 1 -formulae. When arguing in a particular formal theory, we also say that a formula belongs to one of the aforementioned formula classes if it is equivalent to one formula of the class over this theory. However, we will comment on such identi cations when they are used in a non-obvious way.
In the framework of these theories one can introduce de ned symbols for all primitive recursive functions. Especially, let h; i : N N ?! N be a primitive recursive and bijective pairing function.
The x th section of U is de ned by U x := fy : hx; yi2Ug. Observe that a set U is uniquely determined by its sections on account of h; i's bijectivity.
Any set R gives rise to a binary relation R de ned by y R x := hy; xi2R. We also use yRx as short for y R x.
Using the latter coding, we can formulate the axiom of choice for formulae in C by C ? AC 8x9Y ( 
To see this assume that f embeds V into V . By induction on V one then veri es that 8xZ x = Z f(x) . The latter implies the assertion. As to a fragment of second order arithmetic in which the previous proof can be carried out, one needs provability of comparability of prewellorderings; thus, e.g. ( 1 We shall denote S x Z x by I 1 . By we shall refer to an arbitrary choice of prewellordering V satisfying (1 Fix to obtain a prewellordering and the set inductively de ned by along , I 1 .
We can assume that is a wellordering of N. As we could always replace by a \longer" wellordering, we may also assume that there is a map f : N ! N such that 8xy
Now de neẐ := fha; zi : hf(a); ha; z + 1ii 2 I 1 g. By induction on a along we shall verify that (a;Ẑ a ;Ẑ a )^fx : hx; 0i 2 (I 1 ) f(a) g = fx : x ag:
Assume (7) 
hence (a;Ẑ a ;Ẑ a ).
De nition 3.7 F ? BI, F-bar-induction, is the schema consisting of all formulae 8R PWO(R)^8x 8yRx (y) ! ( 
Let 8x8X9Y (x; X; Y ) be the formula of (13) . is equivalent to a 1 2 -formula. By 1 2 ? TRDC there exists a set Z such that 8x (x; Z Rx ; Z x ):
By induction on x along R we show 8U (x; (Z x ) x ; U)^8u2Z x 9v(u = hx; vi): (15) So assume that the assertion holds for all y with yRx. Speci cally, we then have that all elements of Z y are of the form hy; vi. This enforces 8y yRx ! (Z Rx ) y = (Z y ) y ]; and hence 8y8W yRx ! (y; (Z Rx ) y ; W)] by the inductive assumption. Therefore, (15) is a consequence of (14) .
As (15) implies (x), this concludes the proof. 
ZF`a; u 1 ; : : : ; u n !^u 1 ; : : : ; u n 2L ! (u 1 ; : : : ; u n ) $ (u 1 ; : : : ; u n ) L(a) :
Scrutinizing the proof of the latter reveals that it can be formalized in ( 
We may also assume that V is a wellordering and V 2 L(A) as a wellordering V 0 2 L(A) of the same or greater order-type than V would yield (employing 1 2 ? TRDC) W 0 ; U 0 with the same properties.
As a consequence of (17) and 3.11, there exists Z2L(A) such that 8x ( Z V x ; Z x ). Put V = x := fhz; yi : zV y^(yV x _ y = x)g:
By induction along V we verify W x = ?(V = x): (19) Inductively assume W y = ?(V = y) for all yV x. Then W V x = fhu; vi : 9y (yV x _ y = x)^u2 Z V y^v 2 Z y n Z V y ]g; and thus W x = (W V x ) = ?(W V x ) = ?(V = x); completing the proof of (19) .
From (19) 
By induction along V we get Z x = ff(x)g: (24) Induction along V also shows f(x) = 2 Z V x : (25) To see this, assume f(x) 2 Z y0 for some y 0 V x. Then f(x) = f(y 0 ) and hence (Z V y0 ; f(x)). By the inductive assumption we have f(y 0 ) = 2 Z V y0 . But clearly f(y 0 )2Z V x . Therefore Z V y0 6 = Z V x . Moreover, (Z V x ; f(x)). Thus Z V y0 6 = Z V x^ (Z V y0 ; f(x))^ (Z V x ; f(x)); which collides with (20) . As a result of (25) and (24), for all x, y Z y 6 = Z V x : (26) Now U = fw 0 g for some w 0 , and hence ( S x Z x ; w 0 ). From (22) it follows w 0 = f(x 0 ) for some x 0 , and therefore (Z V x0 ; w 0 ). But in view of (26) and (20) 
To evince that G is 1 2 -de nable and total (hence 1 2 ), note that for any X (on account of X 2 L(A)) there exists a wellordering R and a set Z such that fU : U < L (A) Xg fXg fZ x : x2 eld(R)ĝ 8y8x yRx $ Z y < L (A) 
Reductions to speci c hierarchies of operators
As an intermediate step on the way to embedding the xed point theories of the previous section into subsystems of T 0 + UMID, we introduce a speci c hierarchy of operators of length " 0 . Subsequently it is shown that the strength of ( 1 2 ? AC)+ 1 1 ? Fix is encapsulated in this hierarchy, while the strength of ( 1
Operator theories
Conventions: In what follows, we use slanted uppercase Greek letters ; ; ; : : : to range over De nition 4.7 Below we shall refer to a primitive recursive standard wellordering C of order type " 0 , cf. e.g. 24, 23] . The set of ordinal notations will be denoted by OR(" 0 ). Ordinal addition, multiplication and exponentiation for these \ordinals" can be de ned so as to yield primitive recursive functions. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 is the least element of this wellordering whose elements we denote by lower case Greek letters ; ; : : :. As no confusion is to be feared, we also use + to denote the ordinal sum of and .
Since all our theories contain ( (ii) For all 2OR(" 0 ), ( 1 2 ? AC) + 1 1 ? Fix`OP . Proof: (i): This is readily seen by metamathematical induction on n.
(ii): For any 2OR(" 0 ), ( 1 2 ? AC) proves the schema of trans nite induction along the ordinals C . The proof of OP in ( 1 2 ? AC) + 1 1 ? Fix proceeds by induction on .
Properties of the hierarchy
In this subsection we prove several technical results about the hierarchy ( ) C"0 , which will be needed for reducing ( 1 2 ? AC) + 1 1 ? Fix to T OP <! and ( 1 2 ? AC) + 1 1 ? Fix to T OP <"0 , respectively. Some of the proofs are quite cumbersome and tend to exhaust the reader's patience. However, as the details are not important for an understanding of the main ideas of this paper, the reader may just inspect the statements and omit the proofs. 
Using (35) one computes fag(q(e; f(e))) = fag(q(e;~(a;e))), and hence ffag(q(e; f(e)))g = f~(a; e)g by (34). The latter yields ffag(q(e; f(e)))g = ff(e)g by (35). Hence ff(e)g : F(F Rv ) m G v is a consequence of (36). Since also ff(e)g : F v m G v , we must have F(F Rv ) = F v :
By de nition we also have ff(e)g : 
where a satis es A = fu : h a; ui 2 HYP(HYP(A))g for all A. One computes 
Ad 10.: Select < so that ff<( ; )g(e)g(u) := ff|(< 1 ( ; ))g(e)g(u): 
Now, for C , de ne S( ; ) so that ffS( ; )g(e)g(x) = ff=( ; )g(e)g Moreover, for each (meta) < !, the existence of F 1 can be proved in T OP <! . Likewise, for each (meta) C " 0 , the existence of F 1 can be proved in T OP <"0 .
Proof: By 4.11.5 there exists a recursive function g such that whenever feg : U m V , then fg(e)g : X ;U (;) m GX ;; +1 (V ) holds for allX. As a consequence of 4.11. Moreover, for each (meta) C !, the foregoing assertion can be proved in T OP <! . Likewise, for each (meta) C " 0 , it can be proved in T OP <"0 .
Proof: Set X := fz : hz; zi2Xg and put F (X) := fhu; vi : u 2 X ^v 2 F(X )nX g fhu; vi : u; v 2 F(X )nX g: Since F also possesses a description that falls under the scope of 4.13 we get F 1 ; (F ) 1 m X +1 (;), and in particular the existence of F 1 and (F ) 1 The rules of (( 1 Proof: We proceed by induction on n. We shall make frequent use (mostly tacitly) of Lemma 4.14,(iii), i.e. the fact that M( X k (;)) M( X n (;)) holds for k < n.
by 4.14, (iv). Whence (58) implies Proof: The full formalization of the above in T OP <"0 requires a satisfaction predicate for ess- Corollary 4.29 If is a 1 3 sentence and ( 1 2 ? AC) + 1 1 ? Fix` , then T OP <"0` . Proof: As 4.26 and 4.27 are formalizable and provable in T OP <"0 , this follows from 4.28. 5 Reducing operator theories to systems of explicit mathematics with UMID Formulae of second order arithmetic are translated into the language of explicit mathematics as follows:
De nition 5.1
Numerical terms are to be translated by appropriate application terms.
Numerical quanti ers 8x; 9x are rendered quanti ers ranging over N, i.e. 8x 2 N and 9x 2 N, respectively. Set quanti ers 8X; 9X are translated as 8X N and 9X N, respectively.
The translation commutes with propositional connectives.
Theorem 5.2 Modulo the above translation, we have the following results: (i) T OP <! is a subtheory of T 0 +UMID.
(ii) T OP <"0 is a subtheory of T 0 +IND N + UMID. Proof: Note that the translation of arithmetical comprehension follows from elementary comprehension. Thus, to show (i) it remains to show that for any (meta) n the translation of OP n is provable in T 0 +UMID. In 19], Theorem 4.1 it was shown that T 0 + MID proves that for any operator there exists a pre-wellordering < and a classi cation I such that I is obtained by iterating along < and (I ) I , that is I is a classi cation inductively de ned by . Inspection of 19] also reveals that with the aid of the constant lfp, the transitions 7 !< and 7 ! I give rise to partial operations in T 0 +UMID, total on (codes) of extensional operations on classi cations. Now the hierarchy of operators ( ) C"0 of 4.8 is based on the operator HYP and progresses by taking xed points of previously de ned operators. Due to inductive generation, we obtain an extensional operation in T 0 that corresponds to HYP. Thus, from the above it is clear that the translation of OP n is provable in T 0 +UMID. Formally one proceeds by (meta) induction on n. For (ii) it su ces to note that trans nite induction up to any (meta) C " 0 is provable in T 0 +IND N + UMID, and thus the translation of the sentence 8 C OP is provable in T 0 +IND N + UMID by trans nite induction. 6 Outlook A sequel to this paper, 20], will be concerned with models for explicit mathematics with various least xed point principles. It will also show how to reverse some of the proof-theoretic reductions obtained in this paper.
The main theorem
Further interesting problems for investigations in this research area are the following: 4 Can the characterization of 1 2 -comprehension in terms of xed point theories (as in 3.16) somehow be generalized to 1 n -comprehension for n 3?
Can the characterization of 1 2 -comprehension in terms of monotone inductive de nitions in explicit mathematics be generalized to 1 n -comprehension for n 3?
Let T i 0 arise from T 0 by replacing classical with intuitionistic logic. What is the strength of T i 0 +UMID, T i 0 +IND N + UMID, and T i 0 + UMID?
